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Abstract:

Attribute Based Encryption with Verifiable Outsourced 
Decryption is a challenging application that server public 
key based one to many encryption that allows the user for 
the encryption and the decryption of the file/ data based 
on his own attributes. This application also server the user 
in terms of security saying no malicious cloud will be able 
to learn about the encrypted file and also provides fully 
security against the key being compromised by the cryp-
tanalyst. ABE with Verifiable Outsourced Decryption also 
introduces Verifiability with the use of Checksum that will 
be generated by the user.
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1.INTRODUCTION:

Attribute Based Encryption with Verifiable Outsourced 
Decryption is a public key based one to many encryption, 
in which the encrypted content that is known as cipher-
text is associated with the access policy and the attributes 
what user uses to encrypt the data is associated with the 
Private Key. The two schemes that are associated with the 
Attribute Based Encryption is:

1)Cipher-Text Policy Attribute Based Encryption. (CP-
ABE). 
2)Key Policy Attribute Based Encryption. (KP-ABE). 

In this application we are using only Cipher-Text policy 
attribute based encryption where the user will encrypt the 
file using the private key that is nothing but the personal 
details of the user which will be served as an attributes. 
Later, for the decryption purpose the Access Policy plays 
a vital role. The access policy is the sentence formation by 
using all the attributes of the user that he uses to encrypt 
the data. Once if the access policy is matched with the at-
tributes only then the user is an authorized user and will 
be able to decrypt the data that will be sent by the server.

ABE also introduces the intermediate server known as the 
proxy server that plays a vital role in reducing the work 
load of the main server. The user once he encrypts the file, 
the file will be stored in the server. User once in need of 
file will request to the intermediate server that is proxy 
server and the proxy server will in turn send the user de-
tails to the server and will ask the server to check whether 
the user is the authorized user or not. Based on the reply 
of the server, proxy server will takes the further action. If 
the user is an authorized user the server sends the reply 
as an authorized user, once getting the reply as such, the 
proxy server will request the user to send the transforma-
tion key. By using the transformation key the proxy server 
will partially decrypts the file that will be known as trans-
formed cipher-text. 

The transformed cipher-text is than sent to the user for the 
complete decryption where the plain text will be gener-
ated. As the proxy server is the transparent server there 
are chances of proxy server taking the wrong file or tak-
ing the correct file with the wrong information in it on the 
request of the authorized user. To eliminate this we are us-
ing the checksum, which verifies whether the file that was 
encrypted and stored to the server and the file that is been 
received through the proxy server for the partial decryp-
tion that is the transformed cipher-text is the same. 

Attribute Based Encryption with Verifiable Outsourced 
Decryption gurantess the security property that no ma-
licious cloud will be able to learn anything about the 
encrypted data. One of the demerit that is related to the 
existing scheme of ABE is, for resource limited devices 
the decryption is very expensive due to pairing operation. 
The complexity of pairing operation increases with the 
increase in the access policy and the compexity of the 
access policy increase with the increase in the user at-
tributes. As so further, let me take the example for both 
resource limited device such as any hand held device ex: 
Mobile Phone and on the comparission of it any Intel Pro-
cessor. 
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Now, if suppose the file is decrypted from the handheld 
device in the absence of proxy, the same device will take 
almost 50 seconds for the standard decryption where in it 
takes only 5 seconds for the Intel Processor. By introduc-
ing the proxy server we are reducing the burdensome task 
of the handheld device which results in the less computa-
tion cost of the mobile device. The mobile device which 
early took 50 seconds for the standard decryption will 
now be able to decrypt the same file with approximately 
180 milliseconds.

2.CIPHER POLICY ATTRIBUTE BASED 
ENCRYPTION 

Thus the cipher text-policy attribute based encryption 
scheme consists of four algorithms:
•Setup 
•Encrypt 
•Key Gen 
•Decrypt 

Setup (ƛ, U) 
The setup algorithm takes security parameter and attri-
butes universe description as input. It outputs the public 
parameters (PK) and a master key (MK). 

Encrypt (PK, M, A) 
The encryption algorithm takes as input the public param-
eters (PK), a message (M), and an access structure A. It 
outputs a cipher-text CT. Key Generation (MK, S) The 
key generation algorithm takes as input the master key 
(MK) and a set of attributes (S) that describe the key. It 
outputs a private key (SK). 

Decrypt(PK,CT,SK) 
The decryption algorithm takes as input the public param-
eters  (PK), cipher text (CT), which contains an access 
policy (A), and a private key (SK), which is a private key 
for a set S of attributes. If the set (S) of attributes satis-
fies the access structure A then the algorithm decrypt the 
cipher text and return a message 
(M) 

3.VERIFIABILITY :

Data owner has to audit data integrity of the received data 
form the server.

Fig: Cloud Storage Verification

Triple Data Encryption Algorithm

Triple Data Encryption Algorithm is also known as Triple 
DES. Here Data Encryption Standard (DES) cipher algo-
rithm is repeatedly applied three times to each data block.
The key size of DES was generally 56 bits but Triple DES 
provides a relatively simple method of increasing the key 
size to protect against the attacks such as Brute Force at-
tacks.

In general Triple DES algorithm uses three different keys 
(3 keys{k1, k2, k3}) that has the key length of 168 bits 
that is of the three 56 key bits in DES.The encryption al-
gorithm is: Cipher-text = EK3(DK2(EK1(plaintext)))The 
plaintext is first encrypted using K1, this produces the ci-
pher-text which in turn is decrypted with K2 and the out-
come is then again encrypted with K3, the result of which 
is termed to be as cipher-text. The decryption algorithm 
is: The decryption algorithm is the reverse procedure of 
the encryption algorithm by using 3 keys.

Plaintext = DK1(EK2(DK3(cipher-text)))Here the cipher-
text that is produced by the encryption algorithm is de-
crypted by using K3, by using K2 the outcome of which is 
encrypted and the result is again decrypted with the help 
of the key K1, which finally produces the plaintext. Each 
Triple Encryption encrypts one block of 64 bits of data. In 
each case the middle operation is the reverse of the first 
and last which proves the strength of algorithm when used 
key options 2 and provides backward compatibility with 
DES with key option 3.
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There are 3 sets of key options.
1.All three key are independent. 
2.K1 and K2 are independent and K3=K1. 
3.All three keys are identical K1=K2=K3. 

In the case of 1 ie All three keys are independent is the 
strongest key option with 3x56=168 independent key bits. 
The option 2 provides less security 2x56=112 key bits, it 
also protect against meet in middle attacks.The key option 
3 provides backward compatibility with DES.

4 .RELATED WORKS

Sahai and Waters[1] have also addressed the issue by in-
troducing the notion of attribute based encryption.Green 
et al[12] have proposed the secure attribute based encryp-
tion scheme with outsourced decryption, but this was not 
verifiable.

5. ANALYSIS 
This method satisfies the following requirements.

Confidentiality: 

As the complexity of the pairing operation increases, it 
will be very difficult for the malicious thirdparty to read 
or hack the encrypted content even thought eavesdrop on 
communication between the client and the sever.

Authentication: 

As the document owner’s attributes is used as the private 
key to encrypt the data which also server’s aspartial digi-
tal signature, as and when the data is decrypted by the 
data owner, he will be satisfied with the content as he has 
used his own attribute to encrypt it.

Verifiability:

Check sum is widely used to verify whether the content 
that is encrypted and the content that is beenreceived by 
the data owner is same.

Performance Evaluation:

In order to evaluate the performance of CP-ABE scheme 
with verifiable outsourced decryption is presented in the 
below figures.

6.CONCLUSION:

We considered a new requirement of ABE with out-
sourced decryption: Verifiability. It is used to modify the 
original model of ABE with outsourced Decryption. This 
ABE scheme with Verifiable outsourced decryption and 
proved that it is secure and verifiable .Our scheme does 
not rely on random oracles. A flexible access control for 
encrypted data stored in cloud is provided .

It eliminates Decryption overhead for users according to 
attributes .This Data transformation is guaranteed to store 
in cloud. This secure attribute based cryptographic tech-
nique for robust data security that’s being shared in the 
cloud .We enhance the data security process by ABE out-
sourced decryption technique using Blowfish algorithm.
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